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by Ric Moore

T

urkey,
stuffing,
gravy,
mashed potatoes, home made
buns and pumpkin pie topped
with ice cream. If you’re salivating and thinking Thanksgiving,
you’re exactly right. These are
the perfect ingredients for your
typical Canadian Thanksgiving
dinner – and no, we didn’t copy
the celebration from our cousins in the United States. It’s our
very own.
Since 1957, every second Monday of every October has marked
the traditional harvest festival
and this tradition dates back to
1578 when (here’s a little known
fact) English seaman, Sir Martin
Frobisher, who had been trying
to find a northern passage to the
Pacific Ocean, celebrated by giving thanks for surviving the long
journey.
But it’d be foolish to think
that Canadians and Americans
are the only ones to give thanks
around this time of year.
Thanksgiving is celebrated
in other countries with various
other names such as Harvest
Festival, August Moon Festival
and Tree of Life and with many
themes to acknowledge different religions, nature or a bountiful harvest season; so with such
a large multicultural population
in Vancouver, the Thanksgiving
meal could include just about
anything.
In Africa, the festival is of a
religious nature accompanied
with dancing and music. Dancers wear masks and each dance
tells a story such as a good ghost
who looks after the crops and
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scares away the bad ghosts who
try to spoil the food.
“A large number of customers
will eat the Canadian meal on one
of the 3 weekend days and then
will come in to my restaurant
to dine on my country’s cuisine,”
says Ainealem Abraha, owner of
the Red Sea Café on East Broadway; a restaurant that specializes in Ethiopian cuisine.
Abraha says his restaurant
doesn’t serve the traditional Canadian Thanksgiving meal. And
why should it? Instead he serves
mouth watering meat or vegetables on a spongy crepe-like bread
(called injera) eaten by hand or
with utensils. Your choice.
“Often times my regular customers will bring out of town

Julia Bonofas in her restaurant,
Kerkis Greek Taverna.

visitors to dine in my specialty
restaurant,” says Abraha. And
as for celebrating Thanksgiving
at home, he says things are no
different. “We stick to our home
country meal.”
In Greece, every autumn is met
by worshiping Demeter, the goddess of all grains. The festival of
Thesmosphoria was held in the
hopes that Demeter's gratitude
would grant them a good harvest.
At Kerkis, a Greek restaurant
in Kitsilano, Julia Bonofas and
her husband Bob say their restaurant is busy on Thanksgiving
weekends. Customers from a variety of ethnic backgrounds love
to come in and eat their favourite Greek food from the strictly
‘Greek only’ menu. Favourites
include lasagna, linguini, hot appetizers (such as calamari), and,
of course, souvlaki.
But unlike Abraha whose
Ethiopian restaurant is a mere
extension of the food he serves
on Thanksgiving at his house,
Bonofas takes on a more local approach while celebrating Canadian Thanksgiving.
“We go all out and have our turkey and vegetables,” says Bonofas with a laugh.
Going back down south, Mexico’s tradition is called The Tree
of Life festival. The belief is that
the spirit of trees can be captured by making use of bark and
branches. Bark paper is made
and turned into magic dolls
along with harvest scenes painted on bark paper.
Los Guerreros Latin Food
Products is a grocery store at
Kingsway and Joyce in Vancouver.
See “Thanksgiving“ Page 2
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Spicing up the traditional Canadian Thanksgiving

Linet Zavaleta in Los Guerreros Latin Food Store with turkey sauce ingredients.

Vancouver: “a bed time flight”
by Mijael Lacher

their sophistication, ultimately,
their culture. For some reason
t’s only been a month since we were dreaming of France.
I landed in Vancouver. It’s
So, I guess, Canada got
a special place, and I should thrown into that barbaric mix.
know; I’ve been all over the Perhaps because of its lower
world. I was born in Israel profile, South Americans, didn’t
from Argentinean parents know much about this beautiwho moved me back to Buenos ful country and painted it an
Aires, when I was just 5 years accusatory red white and blue.
old. I worked in Colombia for Unjustified, to say the least.
6 months and slowly made my
When I realized I was coming
way north to the American east to Vancouver I sensed that this
coast before surrounding my- was going to be a unique expeself by mountains. Things are rience. Never did I figure that
a lot different in this wonderful Canada, of all places, would be
land called Vancouver.
on my itinerary. Nevertheless,
The sense I got in South I knew very little about this
America, is that they view country and the better qualNorth America as senseless ity of life compared to its noisy
and barbaric, referring main- and chaotic neighbour.
ly (if not only) to the United
So here I am, in this wonStates. So it’s no surprise that derful west coast city with
while living and growing up its mountains, lush greenery,
there, my family and I were al- clouds, rain, sea, a broad specways looking towards Europe; trum of people and of course,
See “Verbatim” Page 4
their style, their education,

I
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My Turn
serge corbeil

NDP’s Leadership Race

To Be Managed Carefully
he NDP’s leadership race has
hardly begun and it’s already
promising, at least in its excitement. For now, the race is led by
candidate Brian Topp, the only
officially registered contender.
Evidently, we need more than
one candidate to call it a race.
And this is why all eyes are on
Thomas Mulcair, who in turn is
taking his time to commit, although everyone knows he will
run. So much so that even if he is
as yet mum, he already attracts
a fair share of pot-shots from
Brian Topp’s campaigners. He is
indeed, although still an unofficial candidate, the main target
of Brian Topp’s followers. Even
if we see another candidate officially join the race, the competition will be between these two.
The new dynamics, created
within the NDP (thanks to the
considerable gains made in Quebec) have already left some traces. The NDP’s dominant theme
is now along the lines of which
candidate will be able to consolidate the Quebec gains, while at
the same time ensure growth in
other parts of the country; especially in the West.
With the participation of other
candidates such as Peter Julian,
who could join in the adventure,
this particular race for the lead-
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“Thanksgiving” from page 1

They specialize in Mexican and
Latin American food supplies.
Liney Zavaleta along with her
husband Rolando and daughter
Linet have operated their store
for the past 20 years.
“Quite a number of different nationalities will come to our store,”
says Zavaleta. “They come with
Mexican recipes in their hands to
purchase supplies to make that
special Latin American meal.”
She adds that their store
doesn’t sell Thanksgiving supplies such as meat and turkey. But
that doesn’t mean that the Canadian Thanksgiving meal isn't being jazzed up by their customers.
“[They] will come…and purchase a special package of spices,
leaves and an assortment of nuts
to be added to tomato sauce or
wine to make sauce for the turkey,” says Zavaleta.
Thanksgiving for the Zavaleta family isn’t all that unusual.
They like to mix up traditions
and spice up their Thanksgiving
dinner.
“We have turkey, vegetables,
rice or potatoes and home-made
cakes like the ones we sell in our
store,” she says adding that they
have their store specialty sauce,
cause after all, “we have to have
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Thomas Mulcair.

of having won a parliamentary
majority. Then, this new leader
will be in charge of a fairly inexperienced caucus. Should Brian
Topp win, he will not even have a
seat in the House of Commons – a
matter that should be of utmost
importance to the NDP.
Another challenge, no matter
who wins the race, will be to engage the population in the same
manner Jack Layton did. Because,
without a doubt, it is Jack Layton’s contagious charisma that
allowed such electoral success.
This challenge will be a great one
for whoever wins in March 2012.
A candidate such as Peter Julian could have a strategic role
in the process. Even though he
hasn’t the profile of a Mulcair or
a Topp, the very fact that Julian is
bilingual and has a good knowledge of the country all around,
will no doubt win him a number
of supporters. If the race to be
leader isn’t resolved the first
time around, his partisans could
find themselves in the very strategic position of being the ones to
tip the scales.
The race will also be important
in the sense that it should rouse
ongoing media attention, which
in turn will have the effect of allowing the NDP to gain a greater
place in Canadian politics in the
coming months.
However, such degree of attention could prove to be negative
should members of the NDP and
its candidates lose sight of their
primary goal – which can happen
during a leadership race.
The NDP’s members have the
ball in their court.

Spencie’s View

ership should be quite stimulating – something that hasn’t happened in quite some time.
The prize, to say the least, is
a worthy one. Not only will the
winner become de facto leader
of the official opposition, he or
she will also be handed the keys
to a very comfortable home. Yet,
at the same time, challenges will
be abound for the new leader –
challenges that demand a mastership not easily learned on
the job.
The chosen-one by NDP members will first have to face a Prime
Minister in full possession of his
strengths, with the added asset Translation Monique Kroeger

the turkey sauce.”
So, let’s all be thankful that
even though Canadian Thanksgiving is steeped in traditions
dating back to the 1500s, that the
changes new Canadians are making to it don’t take on a darker
tone like in the U.S. where the
day following their traditional
Thanksgiving is called “Black

Friday” – the unofficial starting
of getting all those “Christmas
deals.”
As Bonofas’ daughter, Rania
says about the difference in festivities, “In Greece, one festival
will have one [Greek] theme and
in Canada, there are so many
themes for the same [traditional]
festival.”
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ESL teachers take their voice back
B

eing a teacher is no easy
thing. There are long hours,
lots of preparation and the endless use of their voice as they
guide students through their
studies.
Every year a large number of
English as a Second Language
(ESL) students arrive in Canada
to learn, or improve, their English skills with the hopes of securing quality employment back
home, or in North America.
This global wide goal has sent
Canadian ESL teachers to countries like Japan, Korea, South
East Asia, and recently, to the
Arab world. They find themselves with the responsibility of
helping students develop a voice
in a place where they wouldn’t
otherwise have one.
Ironically enough, these very
individuals (i.e. ESL teachers)
who choose to dedicate their
lives to helping others, find
themselves giving up their own
voice to do so.
Michael Wicks, President of
the Education & Training Employees Association (ETEA) says
that the commerce-driven nature of the ESL industry has created an environment that lacks
a “place for teachers…to speak
or have a voice,” thus rendering
them unable “to improve the
teaching or the learning, or the
conditions for the teachers or
the students.”
He says that as schools become businesses (focused first
and foremost on the bottomline), corporate hierarchies

emerge, which creates a blatant
inequality between the commercial and educational initiatives
of these institutions; leading to
the alienation of teachers in the
workplace.
“Teachers are probably the
furthest removed from management, – from the decision makers,”
says ESL teacher, and now Vice
President of ETEA, Kevin Drager.
“You have a big division between
what’s going on in the classroom
and what’s going on in the business end of things…sometimes
things [become] more about dollars and cents than [about] what
works.”
Up until the recent unionization of the school where Drager
teaches, he says he and his coworkers faced many hardships,
and an inherent lack of respect
which is often present in nonunionized schools.
He says teachers in nonunionized schools often work
in a volatile work environment
consisting of high turnover
rates and severe job insecurity.
They receive minimal remuneration relative to their efforts
and credentials.
Drager says that what backs
teachers further into a corner
is the fact that the security of
their employment is often contingent on an evaluation system.
Drager & Wick liken it to a game
of favouritism.
Wick says that in many nonunionized schools, students
(the paying customers) can exert a “fair amount of influence”
through teacher evaluations.
These evaluations are indicative

of opinions as arbitrary and discriminatory as students simply
wanting or not wanting things
such as a male teacher over a female one, or that a teacher is too
young, or too old.

“

Immediately after the unionization in his school, Drager says
there was a huge change in “the
spirit of teachers.” He says they
were no longer living day-in, dayout plagued by the uncertainty of

describes as a “relationship with
management [that] has become
quite collegial;” therefore creating a unified workforce that is
more committed and vested in
both the educational and com-

When you’re working in the private-sector, it does
feel like a little bit of a popularity contest more than
actually providing education.
Kevin Drager, Vice President of the Education & Training Employees Association

“When you’re working in the
private-sector, it does feel like a
little bit of a popularity contest
more than actually providing
education,” says Drager.
As a result, the industry structure has served to perpetuate
the “perception that [ESL teachers] are ‘just’ teachers,” says
Wick. Teachers who are disposable assets as opposed to valued
professionals.
Unionizing can (and is) a sensitive subject for those looking
to unionize and the organization they work for. Two ESL
schools in the Lower Mainland
were contacted for interviews,
but both declined any comment
on the matter of unionized ESL
teachers.
The ETEA was formed in 1995
in response to what Drager describes as the unfair treatment
of educational & training professionals. He says it gave ESL
teachers their voice back, and it
protected their basic rights as
educators, ensuring “security,
respect and benefits for teachers
in the workplace.”

whether they would have a job
tomorrow.
“We weren’t afraid to come to
work anymore,” says Drager.
Drager says the ETEA unionization ensured that management and teachers were on the
same page. He says that teachers
were able to establish what he

mercial endeavors of the school
and its students.
“[This is] a powerful movement…[of] teachers and management work[ing] together to make
a vibrant school,” says Wick.
“It creates a school that students
look at and think there’s something good going on here.”

Photo by Jasmine Gurm

by jasmine gurm

Kevin Drager (left) and Michael Wicks (right) talk in the lobby of their ETEA offices.
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Old names of familiar faces linger in Vancouver
by Tim Reinert

ug shots are a new sight at
the corner of Robson and
Granville. No, we’re not talking
about an accusatory collage dedicated to shaming participants of
the 2011 Stanley Cup Riots. The
faces outside of the Sears' building, have been dead for decades.
They are part of Rogue’s Gallery, the latest installation of
InTransit BC’s (ITBC) Public Art
Program, which is dedicated to
showcasing local artists by letting them use locations in and
around the Canada Line as free
art space.
This installation by Jessica
Bushey and Cam Andrews is
comprised of sixteen different
mug shots, each of them highlighting the purported crimes,
backgrounds, and ethnicity of
its subject. The photographs
date back as far as 1899, with the
crimes its unwilling participants
are accused of ranging from
chicken thievery, to prostitution,
to murder.
The images were taken from a
book of the same name that was
found in the City Of Vancouver
archives by archivist/photographer Jessica Bushey seven years
ago. The piece was submitted
to ITBC when her partner Cam
Andrews discovered that ITBC
had a space at their Robson and
Granville location.
“They’ve always been in the
back of my mind,” says Bushey
talking about the mug shots.
She added that the century old
arrest records reveal a lot of
information about numerous
aspects of the history of Van-

Negro, Chinaman, Half-breed and Tramp are some words describing the mugshots of long dead people at Granville and Robson.

couver, including multiculturalism, prejudices, stereotypes,
and port town socio-economics. Bushey says the location of
the piece ties into its themes.
“It (the corner of Robson and
Granville) seemed to me the most
ideal location for Rogue’s Gallery,
especially in light of everything
that had gone on with the Stanley
Cup Riots,” says Bushey.
She says that the way people
documented themselves using
social media as a public domain
to express themselves during the
riots, offers a sharp contrast to
the public shame that even something like a simple mug shot could
invoke a hundred years ago.
Bushey is pleased with the
reaction the piece has garnered
thus far.
“The Canada Line program has
been pretty brave, I think,” she
says. “The art program is really
willing to engage people.”

Bushey and Andrews had
some concerns about possible
vandalization of their installation, considering that some of the
language like Chinaman, halfbreed, negro...is inflammatory.
But these were terms used in the
original records and would be
considered inflammatory today.
But the couple resolved to let any
such destruction serve as part
of the piece. ITBC’s ancillary activities coordinator, Janice Fairley,
shares Bushey’s excitement.
“I think what grabs people is
that these people (the subjects of
the piece) came here around the
turn of the century to find their
place in a new city, but just got off
the track a little bit,” says Fairley
when asked what she thought
people were responding to about
the piece.
Fairley says that ITBC knows
that reaction can’t always be predicted when dealing with public

Photo by Jennifer Johnston

M

art, especially considering that
110,000 people a day use the Canada Line. She also adds that while
some people like certain art and
some people don’t, the real goal
is for people to be engaged.
“We don’t expect people to always love what we do, but this
one (Rogue’s Gallery) hasn’t had
anything but good comments so
far,” says Fairley.
As Vancouver is a relatively
young city (and one that tends to
cannibalize its past) Rogue’s Gallery is an opportunity to explore
both the good, and the bad, about
our beginnings as a sleepy port
town.
“We’ve got an amazingly rich history, and I think this will get more
people talking about the history
of Vancouver” says Bushey.
“Today people voluntarily give up
their privacy, but here’s proof that
pictures never disappear. What a
shift in a hundred years.”

“Verbatim” from page 1

ice hockey. Not wanting to
arrive completely ignorant of
my new home, I did some research on the Internet. When
I typed Vancouver into the
search engine Google, my
screen was full of superlatives. Who knew? And once
I arrived here I realized how
correct Google was.
However, there are some
things that Google won’t
tell you. For instance, when
you try to cross the street in
Vancouver, drivers will gently stop and smile at you. Or
when you’re lost, there always
seems to be someone willing
to guide you. I find hospitality everywhere in Vancouver.
People seem to be nice. Very
nice, in fact. And it’s refreshing. Is that too much too ask?
Not here, it seems.
I spent the first two weeks
here with a fabulous family.
They were welcoming, warm
and they really made me feel
at home. Once, at dinner, I
asked my host what’s wrong
in this city, because there’s no
way a city can be this perfect.
Well, that’s when the complaining started about the
public transit and the riots…
basically we spent the rest
of the evening talking about
these two issues; and those
were just two main problems
that came to her right away.
I couldn’t help but think to
myself; this is priceless. I’m living in a city that has the ethics
and morals to ask for a fairer
society (even though this is
one of the most equal cities in
the world). I thought to myself;
I am living in a city that tries to
make itself better. I was fascinated. Not only do Vancouverites have the concience of
knowing what’s good for them
and what they need, but they
also try to solve their problems and make things better.
Common sense? Well, it should
be, but that’s not the case in
other parts of the world.
So, after 30 days of living
here, getting to know the place,
breathing new air, meeting
new people, walking the waterfront, eating lots of salmon,
learning Canadian English (i.e.
washrooms, not restrooms)
and observing people’s behaviour; I am more than excited to
stay here. It seems to me that
Vancouver has always something new to offer.
Whether you like sports, or
culture, nature or skiing, hiking or bar hopping, this city
will satisfy your dreams. Yes,
that’s right – I wrote dreams.
Because the feeling of being
here is so deep and marvelous that you’ll feel like you
are in one of those “bed-timeflights,” as I call them.
So the next time someone types Vancouver into
Google, I think it should say
“paradise.”

Need the skills to find a job? We can help!
Design a fantastic resume and cover letter, fine tune your interview techniques, learn valuable skills to succeed in the Canadian workplace, gain insight into the job
market, access special services for skilled workers – all at NO COST. The Progressive Intercultural Community Services (PICS) Society, Vancouver Branch, has been
helping immigrants and newcomers to Canada for over 14 years!
Our Group Job Search Workshops are a flexible, 5 module rotating program, running weekly, with 16 sessions each month. This includes basic computer orientation,
with instruction on using Word and Excel, and accessing the Internet. Workshops are held within a culturally diverse environment, led by qualified facilitators.
Past and current E.I. recipients are always welcome. Knowledgeable case managers are available to guide you through the process of reaching your career goals.
PICS Vancouver also offers one-on-one employment assistance, paid on-the-job work experience through our Wage Subsidy program, and a one-stop Career Centre with
a broad range of job hunting resources. Funding for all programs is provided by the Ministry of Social Development, Employment and Labour Market Services Division.

www.pics.bc.ca

Please call 604-324-7733, go to www.pics.bc.ca, or visit us at 200-8161 Main Street, Vancouver, to find out how we can best help you.
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Mariachi band strums up musical madness
by Adrianna Granville

By the early 1900s, a mariachi doesn't get excited to hear mariagroup was comprised of about four chis and every Mexican knows at
ancouver is two custom agents members whose instrumentation least one mariachi song by heart,”
and 4,452 kms away from Jalis- varied to include violins, a vihuela declares Velazquez.
co's capitol of Guadalajara. We are (a guitarlike instrument) and a gui- “Whether you are rich or poor,
a city with stores whose only ma- tarrón (a bass version of the vihue- young or old, mariachi music is emjor connection to Mexico is freez- la). They serve as the background bedded in ourselves as Mexicans.”
ers full of tortillas. Yet we have
something more to offer Vancouverites than tacos and burritos.
The 4th Annual Vancouver
Mariachi Festival was held in
May bringing bands from MexAlex Alegria, founder of the Vancouver Mariachi Festival
ico, USA and Canada together
Vancouver might seem like a
over the course of 8 days, filling to the velvety belting voices boomstrange play to hear mariachi
stages throughout Kelowna, Vic- ing from a singer’s soul.
As with the sound, the number music, compared to Los Angeles,
toria, Nanaimo, Courtenay and
Vancouver with their robust and of musicians and range of in- no one bats an eyelash when a
alluring music and traditional struments grew over the years mariachi band walks down the
with a brass section (primarily street in search of a venue for the
Mexican dancers.
Alex Alegria, founder of Van- the trumpet, by the 1930’s) be- evening. There is even a plaza in
couver Mariachi Festival and a coming the quintessential ingre- East Los Angeles where mariachi
member of the Vancouver-based dient to what we now know as bands play all day in what is like
a daily and never ending audition,
mariachi band, Los Dorados, is the mariachi music.
“Mariachis celebrate life, death, allowing bands to practice and
head honcho behind this venture.
“The idea started after we did birth…pretty much everything,” get gigs. Competition is high and
a tour in Mexico,” says Alegria, says Mexican born Ana Ve- so is the Mexican population.
As commonplace as Mexicans
“then I started to organize the lazquez, who lives in Vancouver’s
and their music are in Los Angeevent...[the festival] was really West End.
“There is not a Mexican who les, the same is becoming true
well accepted and after the first
for film and television. Even with
one, we just kept growing.”
mariachi bands being a highlight
Alegria says mariachi is beor even part of a joke in films or
coming more popular, perhaps
TV episodes, this kind of thing
due to the amount of people that
leads to exposure around the
go to México or maybe it’s the
world. Alegria takes this as a
music itself, which is attractive
positive step towards expanding
enough on its own.
the Vancouver Mariachi Festival.
“There is something very
“My dream is [that] one day we
unique and mystical about macan bring this amazing festival
riachi music,” says Alegria. “It
across Canada and show all our
makes this ensemble a great
fellow Canadians the beauty, culmixture of culture, elegance, histure and history of Mexico with
tory, romance and much more.”
its music.”
Like many genres of music, the
roots of mariachi music are deVisit www.losdorados.ca/calendar
batable, but it’s origin from JalisAlex Alegria holds a guitar in Vancouver. for showtimes around Vancouver.
co, Mexico, is vastly accepted.

Chilean dancers show off the folkloric tales of Chile.

Together For Chile

Rebuilding Chile one dance at a time
by olena morozova

T

ogether For Chile, a community organization, aimed
at raising funds for rebuilding
a school in a region worst-hit
by the 2010 Chile earthquake
brings the acclaimed Chilean
ballet (BAFONA) to Vancouver as
part of the company’s first-ever
Canadian tour.
In 2010, an earthquake hit
Chile. It was the sixth largest
earthquake to ever be recorded
by a seismograph.
According to a New York Times
map, 370,000 houses and buildings were damaged by the 8.8
magnitude earthquake. The
damage was estimated at $4–7
billion. The earthquake’s devastating aftermath sparked a
number of international initiatives to help re-build the affected communities.
Together For Chile is an Alberta-based community network
of individual volunteers and
organizations such as The Calgary Foundation and Habitat for
Humanity to construct a school
and a community centre in one
of Chile’s worst-hit areas.
Together For Chile aims to
achieve its fundraising goals
through organizing cultural
events across Canada that would
(in addition to raising funds for
the honourable cause) help introduce the public to Chilean
arts and culture.
The first cultural event presented by Together For Chile is the Canadian debut tour of the National
Folkloric Ballet of Chile (BAFONA)
which was founded in 1965.
The renowned ballet company under the patronage of the
Chilean Council of Culture and
the Arts has dazzled more than
13 million spectators in more
than 600 cities in Chile, South
America, the United States, Europe, Russia, Malaysia, China,
and Japan.
However, the company has yet
to perform before a Canadian
audience. The extraordinary Canadian debut tour will feature

19 Chilean dancers in 45 choreographic pieces and will travel
through Edmonton, Calgary,
Quebec City, Montreal, Toronto,
Ottawa and Vancouver.
All of the proceeds from the
tour will go toward the rebuilding of the Nobeles de Chile
School, in the Southern region of
Marchigue, Chile.
The school is known to be one
of the best in academic performance despite being one of the
worst-hit by the earthquake.
“BAFONA ballet is one of the most
colourful and vivid ballet performances I have ever seen,” says
Katya Popova, a ballet student
from Russia, who watched one of
the company’s performances online and is looking forward to the
live show in Vancouver.
Popova says the show is unique
in many aspects, including the fusion of choreography of classical
ballet with elements of folklore.
“In ballet, we tell a story with
our choreography, our costumes,
and our body movement,” explains Popova.
“From what I have seen, I feel
that BAFONA manages to tell several stories all at once; it is not a
single story but a story book in
one performance, and it truly introduces one to the whole nation
of Chile.”
The video preview on the BAFONA website promises audiences an entry to the world of Chile
by showcasing the traditions of
the Northern religious worshipers, huasos or peasants from the
central valley, the Native Mapuche people, and the Pascua miners, just to name a few.
This extraordinary show will
undoubtedly be a cultural highlight of Vancouver’s fall season and is absolutely not to be
missed.

“

There is something very unique
and mystical about mariachi music

Photo courtesy of the Vancouver Mariachi Festival

Photo courtesy of Together for Chile
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The National Folkloric Ballet of Chile
performs in Vancouver on Thursday,
October 6th at 7pm at the Queen
Elizabeth Theatre. For tickets please
visit www.ticketmaster.ca. For more
information about the tour visit
www.bafonatour.com

The Memorial Continues
Terry Fox’s legacy continues in
this latest memorial designed
by Vancouver artist and writer
Douglas Coupland. It replaces
the previous memorial by
Franklin Allen which stood on
the same site for 27 years.
Coupland has created 4
bronze sculptures of Terry
which progressively increase
in size as they “run” forward.
This signifies Terry’s growth
in the stature of his legacy
since his cross-country run to
raise funds and awareness for
cancer research in 1980. The

figures seem to be running out
from BC Place Stadium, and are
heading towards Stanley Park
where Terry’s Marathon of Hope
was to end. The faces are serious
and concentrated representing
Terry’s dedication. The front figure is giving “the Terry wave,” so
called by his family. It’s the wave
he gave to supporters along the
route of his marathon. Now, it’s
the wave of the classic hero, not
only to passersby, but symbolically to the rest of the world that
treasures his legacy.
The new Terry Fox Plaza dis-

playing the sculptures is located in front of the recently
renovated BC Place on Beatty
St. at Robson. As we see in the
photo, it’s already attracting a
lot of attention and may even
increase attendance at the Terry Fox Run, held annually since
his death from cancer in 1981.
It has participants in over 50
countries and has contributed
significantly to the half billion
dollars raised for cancer research in Terry’s name.

Don Richardson
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Diwali festival kicks offs on October 15 and runs until October 23.

by phoebe yu

11180 Cambie Rd., Richmond
778.782.9263
It’s officially the autumn season and www.sfu.ca/philosopherscafe
if you’re one of those who enjoys cozying up indoors, there are plenty of Moderator Michael Filimowicz will
events available this month. There’s lead the discussion on interracial
the Puglia Food Market, Festival dating. The forum attempts to anMosaic, Diwali Festival and various swer these questions: Why are so
lecture series and discussions on many of us attracted to people of
different ethnic, cultural and racial
topics relevant to modern society.
backgrounds? To what extent does
successful diversity in society depend on romance? Admission $5.
Jewish Immigrants:
From the Shtetl
to the Sweatshop
Bokeo Development Fund
Wednesday, October 5
‘Outdoor Sanitation Unit’
7:00 p.m.–8:30 p.m.
Fundraiser
Vancouver Public Library
Wednesday, October 12
350 W. Georgia St., Vancouver
6:30 p.m.–10:00 p.m.
604.331.3603
PAL Theatre
www.vpl.ca
581 Cardero St., Vancouver
Author Seemah Berson will dis- bokeodevelopmentfund@gmail.com
cuss her book, I Have a Story to
Tell You, about Jewish immigrants A fundraiser to help buy toilets
to Canada who worked in sweat- for families in Laos. There will be
shops of garment factories in performances, slide shows, food,
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg and drinks and a conversation with
the Laos operations manager
Vancouver. Open to the public.
through skype. Tickets $30, children free. RSVP to the email address provided above.
Public Lecture: the North
American Conundrum
Wednesday, October 5
3:30 p.m.–5:00 p.m.
Liu Institute for Global Issues
6476 NW Marine Dr., Vancouver
604.822.6079
www.politics.ubc.ca

***

***

Prof. Stephen Clarkson from the
University of Toronto will lecture on the North American Conundrum: If the United States
depends on Canada and Mexico
for so much of its prosperity and
security, why do these states have
such little influence in Washington? Open to the public.

***

Nikkei Family
History Workshop
Thursday, October 6
7:00 p.m.–9:00 p.m.
National Nikkei Museum
6688 Southoaks Cres., Burnaby
604.777.7000
www.nikkeiplace.org

This workshop is an introductory
course on Japanese Canadian family history research in Canada. The
family register system, or koseki, in
Japan will also be briefly discussed.
Assistant archivist Linda Reid will
facilitate the workshop. Tickets
$10, pre-registration required.

***

Puglia Food Market
Friday, October 7
7:00 p.m.–10:00 p.m.
Italian Cultural Centre
3075 Slocan St., Vancouver
604.299.0866 (Vito Bruno)
www.italianculturalcentre.ca

There will be entertainment and
products from Puglia, featuring a
“Mastro Casaro.” Free admission.

***

Philosopher’s Café:
Interracial Dating
Saturday, October 8
11:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.

***

***

Festival MOSAIC
Wednesday, October 12
6:30 p.m.
The Cultch
1895 Venables St., Vancouver
604-251-1766
www.thecultch.com
An evening of music and dance
to celebrate the different cultures of our mosaic. Performers
include: West Coast Salish drum
and dance, Jacky Essombe Village, Orkestar Slivovica, Tambura
Rasa, Karen Flamenco, Ranj Singh
and the Discrimantors and fiddle
extremist, Kytami. Tickets $95.

***

A Walk on the Wild Side
Thursday, October 13
7:00 p.m.–10:30 p.m.
St. James Community Hall
3214 W. 10th Ave., Vancouver
604.738.2819
www.westsidefamilyplace.com

Be transported to an African Safari at West Side Family Place’s auction and fundraiser. Patrons will
be greeted with an African lute
as they enter, and African dancer
Jacky Essombe will also be performing. Proceeds go to West Side
Family Place. Tickets $25.

***

Cecilia String Quartet
October 12–14
10:30 a.m.
Vancouver Academy of Music
1270 Chestnut St., Vancouver
604.873.4612
www.musicinthemorning.org

Enjoy an award-winning live
string quartet performance and
music commentary, all before
lunch. The program will include
pieces from Mozart and Dvorak.
Complimentary coffee will also be
served at 10:00 a.m. Single tickets
$35, seniors $33, students $16.

***

Interesting Vancouver
Friday, October 14; 6:00 p.m.
Museum of Vancouver
1100 Chestnut St., Vancouver
604-736-4431
www.museumofvancouver.ca

of artists, photographers, lawyers,
journalists, and much more. Tickets
$25, members $20, students $15.

***

Diwali Festival
October 15–23
Various locations
info@vandiwali.ca
A night full of diversity, requiring www.vandiwali.ca
an open mind. There is no theme,
nor any set agenda, so long as there Celebrate the 8th annual festival
is something interesting involved. of lights. There will be dance perSpeakers will talk about topics that formances, cabarets, cultural exrange from beer brewing, tattoos, travaganzas and workshops. See
to good parenting and more. The website for full details and locaaudience and speakers will be a mix tions. Open to the public.

